MODUL'AIR

WARRANTY

Product Is Creased
Due to the fact the the product is inflatable, it will only reach the optimal form some time
after it has been inflated. After unpacking and inflating, the product might be a bit creased;
the product has been folded to take up less space once it has passed production. If you
allow the device to warm up, partially deflate, and then fully inflate it a few times in the
course of a few hours, the creases will disappear.
Pigro Felice® Customer Support: hello@pigrofelice.com

WARRANTY
Pigro Felice® guarantees the Pigro Felice® devices and pump to be free from material
and workmanship defects for a period of one (1) year from the date of its purchase by the
customer. If, during this warranty period, the product proves defective due to improper
materials or workmanship, please contact Pigro Felice®. Pigro Felice® will repair or
replace the product based on the terms and conditions set out below, provided that the
product has been used for the purposes outlined in these manuals, and operated according
to all instructions provided.

CONDITIONS
1. The warranty will only be granted when the original invoice or sales receipt (must
indicate the date of purchase and dealer's name) is presented, along with pictures of
the defective product. Pigro Felice® reserves the right to refuse the warranty of service
if the above documents cannot be presented, or if the information contained in them is
incomplete or ineligible.
2. This warranty will not reimburse, or cover the damage or modification that is a result
of adaptations or adjustments that have been made to the product, without prior, written
consent from Pigro Felice®.
3. This warranty covers none of the following:
a. Periodic maintenance, repair or replacement of parts due to normal
wear and tear;
b. Any adaptation or changes to upgrade the product from its normal purpose as
described in the instruction manual, without prior written content from Pigro Felice®;
c. Transport costs, and all risks associated with transport relating directly or indirectly
to the warranty of the product;
d. Damage resulting from:
• Misuse, including but not limited to (a) failure to use the product for its
normal purpose or in accordance with Pigro Felice®'s instructions on the proper
use and maintenance, (b) installation or use of the product in a manner that is
inconsistent with the technical or safety standards set by the country where it is
used and (c) improper or incorrect installation of the product;
• Repairs done by parties other than those approved by the Pigro Felice® staff or
the customer himself;
• Accidents, lightning, over-chlorinated water, fire, or any other cause that is
beyond Pigro Felice®'s control.

4. This warranty does not affect the customer's statutory rights under applicable national
laws that are currently enforced, or the customer's rights against the dealer arising
from their sale/purchase contract. All customers must obtain authorization from
Pigro Felice® before returning a defective product.

CONTACT
The Pigro Felice® Customer Service Department can be reached using the following
information:
Pigro Felice® Customer Service

hello@pigrofelice .com
www.pigrofelice.com

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIONS
Pigro Felice® is compliant with:
EN 71 standard
Flame Retardant 3PHR
Phatalate free (6P Free)
Azo dye free
You can drop this product off at your nearest Recycling Center.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
All intellectual property rights in relation to the product, including but not limited to
author's rights and model rights, lie with the manufacturer, Pigro Felice®. This product
shall not be fully or partially copied, made public, or imitated without the prior expressed
or written consent from the legal owner.
The name and the Pigro Felice® logo are registered Pigro Felice® trademarks.
©2015 Pigro Felice® Ltd.
All rights reserved
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